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bloke core



Football

The ‘cool’ side of 
 football related culture?



What is blokecore?

Football mania but make it fashion

TikTok’s power to revive subcultures



It’s a bit vintage, it is not that new, but somehow revived 
on TikTok making it look like the new trend taking over 
menswear fashion. It is also a mix of different vintage 

style like 90’s streetwear and 2000’s basic styles and a 
bit of ‘hipster’. 


We could argue it is a trend of ‘walking advertisement’ 
and nationalism or ‘nation brand’ promotion. 


However, it seems like bloke core might give football a 
whole new meaning. 


  
Etymology

Bloke is a slang term for a common man in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
The earliest known usage is from the early 19th century, when it was recorded as a London slang term.[1] The word's origin 
is unknown, and though many theories exist regarding its etymology, none are considered conclusive.
In Australia, a bloke is a unique masculine archetype associated with the country's national identity. The "Aussie bloke" 
has been portrayed in important works of art and associated with famous Australian men. "He's a good bloke" literally 
means "he's a good man”.

Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London


Collection



fashion

Top Brands

Adidas 
Oasis  
Nike  
Umbro 
Sergio Tacchini  
Stone Island  
CP Company  
Lacoste   
Puma 
Palace 



fashion

Initially: SCUMBRO 

Shia Lebeouf 
Justin Theroux  
Jared Leto 
Justin Bieber 
Alessandro Michele 
Leonardo DiCaprio  



Football Scarf - 2015 

fashion



Gosha Rubchinskiy x Adidas Football World Cup Kit

fashion



Gucci x Adidas

fashion

Paolina Russo

Miu Miu



Balenciaga x Adidas - NYC RUNWAY - May 2022 

fashion



Gucci x Adidas

fashion



Bloke core retailer ART OF FOOTBALL

fashion



UMBRO

fashion



Stüssy x Nike PSG 

fashion



Jacquemus x Nike

fashion



Zara x Rhuigi

fashion



WITCH FC PARIS 

CLUB



ALLIN

fashion



David Koma London

fashion



Nouveau.nova

fashion



Hector Bellerín 

FOOTBALL



DIGITALLY

ON TikTok Blokecore origin controversy 



ON TikTok Camera Roll Mood boards

DIGITALLY



ON TikTok Style Community 

DIGITALLY



Opportunities

Shift the culture around football to a more inclusive 
and open one

Introduce football gear to streetwear fashion *like 
basketball sneakers are to mainstream fashion culture

Capitalise on major football moments to include sports 
into pop culture

Expand to other genders

Modernise football to be more in sync with current 
social norms 

Football to be more fashion oriented



Watchings/ Listenings/ Readings

TikTok’s biggest trend? BLOKE 
CORE! -Lukas Ludwig 

Balenciaga x Adidas SS23 And 
The Rise of “Bloke Core” -DJ 

fashiondemiks
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